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Subconscious: an internet of ideas.

A distributed hypertext system
for note-taking



SELF
ORGANIZING
IDEAS



A unit

A mechanism of composition

Self-organization requires...



Prose is hard to 

decompose



1 unit = 1 idea



Today the book is already… 
an outdated mediation 
between two different filing 
systems. For everything 
that matters is to be found 
in the card box of the 
researcher who wrote it, 
and the scholar studying it 
assimilates it into his own 
card index.

Walter Benjamin
Writings 19131926
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One big chunk



What about HTML?





��
 Structural variation

 Different meanings

 High context required

 Difficult to merge



More structural variation
= more context needed
to determine meaning





**bold** vs __bold__
*italic* vs _italic_

[link](http://example.com)
[link][id]

# Heading
## Heading
### Heading

Heading
=======

Heading
-------

***
---

[id]: http://example.com “An example”

 Structural variation

 Text formatting matters

 Complicated AST

http://example.com
http://example.com


No official spec, ambiguity.
Text style = implicit part of format.
Many syntax variants.
Many flavors.
Many heading levels, many list levels.
HTML escape hatch.

✓ Hand-authoring HTML
𐄂  Stand-alone structural markup language

 Structural variation

 Complicated to spec.

 Difficult to merge.



✓ Simple for people
✓ Simple for computers
✓ Meaningful for both
✓ Easy to read and write as text

Computers People

��



Line-oriented



Flat list of

typed blocks



Notes as data: “CSV for thought”

✓ Merge docs = concat
✓ Excerpt = take first text block
✓ Select all quotes from notes
✓ Generate TOC from heading blocks
✓ Generate link graph from link blocks
✓ Find all backlinks, append them



Transcludes!



Xanadu by way

of Markdown?

Ted Nelson, 1965, "A File Structure for the Complex, the Changing, and the Indeterminate"



github.com/gordonbrander/subtext
subconscious.substack.com

http://github.com/gordonbrander/subtext
http://subconscious.substack.com
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Prior art

● CSV - spiritual inspiration

● Runic - initial syntax inspiration

● Gemini - another line-oriented hypertext format

● ELF Nelson, 1965  flat-list hypertext

● Emacs Outline Mode 

● Markdown

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comma-separated_values
https://wiki.xxiivv.com/site/runic.html
https://gemini.circumlunar.space/docs/specification.gmi
https://www.emacswiki.org/emacs/OutlineMode
https://daringfireball.net/projects/markdown/

